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Institute of Heating, Ventilation & Air Protection 

Technical University of Silesia 
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1. Introduction 

A multichannel instrument for temperature and velocity measurement 
makes it possible to carry out more complex tests of air motion in rooms. 
Simultaneous measurement in few points is necessary when it is difficult 
to maintain long-term stability of flows and this problem occurs very 
often. 

In 1986 an eight-channel anemometer-thermometer A1L-1 was constructed 
on the basis of a microprocesor Intel 8080 at the Institute of Heating. 
Ventilation and Air Protection of the Silesian Technical University in 
Gliwice. The instrument measures air temperature and velocity, simul
taneously in 8 points. the measurement results are displayed on two LED 4 
digit displays and printed. 1he measurement probes are connected with the 
instrument by means of a cable, 7 m long (1). 

In 1987 the work was begun on the design of a multichannel system for 
air velocity and temperature measurements of similar application but as
suming that the system will be based on a personal computer XT or AT, com
patible with IBM. The work resulted from the need to enable more versatile 
system elements selection and to facilitate the measurement control as 
well as the measurement results collectinq and processing. 

The purpose of the work was to create a system which could be 
gradually developed depending on needs and possibilities. The system was 
to be employed in tests carried out in large objects where distances be
tween measurement sensor and the central unit mav be rather long (up to 
100 m). 

2. Configuration of the measurement system 

The multicharmel system for air velocity and temperature 
measurements, denoted with symbol ATS is shown in Fiq.1. 

The system congists of: 
- Velocity transducers H..ST-2 
- Temperature transducers TT-la with probes TS-1 
- Power supply/interface TPS 
- Computer PC XT/AT with card ADDA-12 
- Special software package called CRPD 

There are 16 measurement channels owing to which it is possible to 
measure air velocity and temperature simultaneously in 8 points. The num
bers of velocity and temperature transducers need not be the same, e.q. 8 
velocity tran...~ucers, 6 temperature transducers and two other transducers 
may be connected to the system. The voltage signal of other physical 
parameters of the transducer should be consistent with the card ADDA--12. 
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Fig.1 Multichannel measurement system ATS 

Velocity transducer. In order to measure the air flow velocity a 
the:nnoanemometer measurement transducer type HSI'-2 with an omnidirectional 
sensor was used in the system. 'The omnidirectional sensor is particularly 
useful for tests of highly turbulent free flows where it is difficult to 
define the averaqe flow direction (2, 3, 4) . 

1he omnidirectional spherical sensor is made of enamelled copper wire 
pressed into the shape of a sphere of 3 mm diameter . Another sensor, serv
inc:r for automatic compensation of the effect of air temparature changes is 
made of thin nickel wire and its shape is cvlindrica.l. Both the sensors, 
being the measurement probe are vacctm1 covered with special Al coating, 
increasing the resistance of the senE:or to contamination and decreasing 
the effect of tht?.rmal radiation on the velocity transducer readings. 

1he electroni c system of thA velocity transducer is placed in a 
cylindrical closed container, near the measurement probe. 1he system con
sists of an anemometric constant-temperature bridge with automatic tem
perature compensation. a transducer of the negative supply voltage, con
stant voltage regulators , an output differenbal amp] ifier and a filtering 
system . A quality of the constant temperature anemometer . is its wide 
measurement range and good dynamical characteristics. 

1he velocity transducer is connected to the system by means of a 
four-wire shielded cable. Two wires of the cable are used for analogue 
output signal transmission. two others for the transducer supply. 
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The following technical parameters of the velocity transducer were 
acquired: 
- The range of air flow velocity measurement from 0.05 m/s to 20 m/s 
- The range of temperature automatic compensation 0--60oC 
- The accuracy of the temperature automatic copensation better than 

0.3 %/K 
- The accuracy of velocity measurement of the transducer cooperating 

with the system (0.05 m/s + 5% of the measured velocity) 
- Supply voltage 12 V 20% 
- Supply current 55-160 mA depending on flow velocity 
- Time constant about 0.5 s 
- Maximum length of the cable connecting the transducer with the power 

supply/interface more than 100 m 

Temperature transducer with probe. Air temperature is measured by 
means of platinum resistance thermometers Pt 100/0oC. The method was 
chosen regarding the possibility to acquire the measurement accuracy bet
ter than 0.2 Kand the lonq-term stability of platinum sensors. 

In order to measure air temperature a special probe TS-1 was 
constructed. The probe was equipped with an openwork double radiation 
shield to limit the effect of thermal radiation. 

The temperature transducer TT-la is a linearized tran'3ducer cooperat
ing with resistance temperature sensors in a so-called four wire system. 
The stable source of current forces the current flowing through the 
sensor, the voltage drop on the sensor is measured in the transducer. The 
current is supplied to the sensor by two so-called current cables. The 
amplifier, measuring the voltage drop on the sensor is connected to the 
sensor by two other cables. Such the system makes it possible to change 
the resistance of the connecting cables within a wide ranqe so practically 
it is possible to lengthen the cable connecting the sensor to the 
transducer without worsening the measurement accuracy. 

The temperature transducer TT-la is linearized and its linearization 
error is less than 0.1 K within the temperature range from -50oC to 
+200oC. Practically it does not respond to the supply voltage changes from 
10 to 14 V. The cables connecting the temperature probe TS-1 with the 
transducer TT-la and those connecting the tran..'3Clucer with the power 
supply/interface 1PS-1 may be up to 100 m long. 

Power BUpply/interface TPS, mechanical elements. The power supply/ 
interface type 1PS is to supply the voltage 12 V to the measurement 
transducers and to go between the signal transmission from the transducers 
to the card ADDA-12. 1PS is equipped with an analogue indicator and 
suitable switches so that the level of the output signal obtained from the 
measurement transducers may be easily checked. The power supply/interface 
1PS is connected to the card ADDA-12, placed inside the computer .. by means 
of a special 25 pin connector.· 

In order to facilitate the measuring probe fitting, special fitting 
holders were also designed. The holders make it possible to fasten the 
temperature probe TS-1 and the velocity transducer HST-2 as well as to 
control the fastening height and angle. 
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3. Computer ard software 

The system requires a computer PC-XT, the configuration of which 
should at least include: 
- Matherboard 640 kB RAM, turbo 8 MHz 
- Power supply 150 W 
- Graphical card (Hercules or EBA) 
- Two floppy drives 2*360 kB 
- Card ADDA-12 (14) 

The program CRPD has 9 main options. The first one is used to ac
tivate or switch out the measurement channels and to introduce the names 
of each.channels. The second option assigns suitable linearization tables 
to the separate channels, introduces the sampling period. averaging time 
and recording interval. The next optton is used to determine the kind of 
the measurement cycle; which may occur only once or be repeatable. and to 
introduce the length of the cycle. The above parameters of the measuremant 
cycle are written in the form of a configuration file. A re-start of the 
program does not require the above parameters reset, but only choosing a 
suitable configuration file. 

The other options of the CRPD program define the disc parameters. 
create linearization tables, test the card ADDA and converse the measure
ment data files from binary to ASCII code. 

Fig. 2 presents the main menu of the program CRPD.. fig. 3 - an example 
of set parameters of measurement cycle. Fig.4 is an example of the 
measurement results report. 

SYSTEtt REJESTRACJI DANYCH POl1IAROUYCH ADDA-12 Rezerua paftieci: 223 kb 

IMJor kanalou po"iarowYOh. 
Parafllltrv wst~ogo pr21twarnnia i usredniania. 
Paranetry cyk lu poniarowego, 
Rozpoczecie ~iaru. 
Paranetry dySkowe <sciezk i dostepu). 
Tworzenie tablic line1ryzacji. 
Zapis aktualneJ konfiguracJi. 
Test karty erietwornikow. 
Konum"SJa pl ikow ponia.rouych. 

·e t we 

Fig.2 Main menu of the CRPD program 

The files with measurement results may be then processed by popular 
statistic-graphic packages or by other specialized software. 

The multichannel system for air velocity and temperature measurements 
type ATS was applied in various measurements includinq tests of air dif
fuser used in displacement ventilation. It proved to be convenient for 
measurements of mean values of velocity and temperature fields in air 
movement tests. 
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I AKTlR.MA Kllfl UACJA I 
f iltracJa: usrecfnian ie 

CYk 1 PDftiarow: POWtaruliw 
Mazua c~lu : Air wloctt~ and tel!Pef'ihre of the 
Dlu905C c\'k lu : et: 81: It: 81 
Zap is pmuaraw: "llaczony 

Plmkt Aktyu . Nuwa pur*tu Tlbl ica 1 inear. llcrts prnlilcoWlftia u [Ml 

f '~ 
... el ij~MD vel 1 

! MIE ue 93 STAfl>ARD 
TAK vel 2 lJEL 

, .. 
Przldz 111 usrtdliania 

~ ~Ji WI~ ij~ARD vel 
tt:eJ:ll:ll 

j 'l.i 
we fl ~le"°ARO Ull ~ 

8 NIE we flJ nrARD 9 TM tHP 1 .. NIE we 11 STAll>ARD 
11 TAK tHP 2 TEP 
12 MIE we IJ STAll>ARD 

Olcres rej, 11irf, sredn. 

•:•:&e:ee 
Dopuszczalm odohylki 

4195 

I~ ~ft teftP J 
II! IS lff'All>MD 

16 TAK feftP 4 TEP 

J.mtldirid@iJRmliMllt!il!D•••i••· 

Fig.3 An example of measurement cycle parameters 

Dita i ens ro:zpaczecia: 1989-11-t.1 erJ:t2:11 Rt:zerwa pui1cl: 213 kb 
Sy~hra: Air velocity and te"Pef'ahre of the di,,user 
Li~iba kanalow p0njaroWvch: 8 f iltr1cJf\ us~iP.,lie 
Calkawity eta! "°"1aru: , .. [5] Stan ~a 1ZaoJ1 c~1u: IM ~ 
ll&res reJvstroWinii.: 61.0 C1tl ZiPi& PQfli~w: uvliozany 
Cn1 usrldniinta: 1ae.e C1l Sred'lia z 11111 priJLllc 

2 
J ,,, 
Ii 

' ' 9 
10 

d9 

Iii 
241 • II 
541 

. . . 

e.29 e:s1 e.1• 1t:d If.& •'·' 19.9 
1:1~ I:~~ I:~ 1;:, 1;:~ 1;:1 ll:S 
0.2s e.se 0.&a 19,7 19.4 19,7 19.9 

6.14 0.33 9.57 0.78 19.4 19.4 19.S 19.8 
t:" ':~~ S:~J !:'1 f 9:l 1i:1 i;:~ IJ:' S.16 a.~ e.,e e.§T ;,4 19.J 19.S 19.S 
&.06 0.l'S 8.41 0.82 19.4 19.J 19.S 19.8 

Fio.4 An example of measurement results report 
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1he paper presents the way of construction and metrological 
properties of the velocity and temperature probes and transducers and 
other components of a multichannel system for simultaneous air velocity 
and temperature measurements in rooms. 1he system consists of hot-sphere 
omnidirectional constant temperature ariemometer transducer and resistance 
air temperature transducers. These transducer via .an interface-power 
supply are connected with ADDA-12 PC card. Especially developed software 
for PC XT/AT computer controls measurement data collection and processing. 


